
 

Grampian Weather Services (GWS) 
“It’s a forecast, not a promise!” 

Email: Grampianweatherservices@outlook.com 
 

Disclaimer: GWS accepts no responsibility for damage or losses to property or personnel due to information contained in this forecast. 
Decision to undertake activity lies with requestor. 

 

SIMPLE 3-DAY FORECAST 
LOCATION & PERIOD: Golf at Westhill/Turriff & 21-23/08/15 

ISSUE & FORECASTER: 20/08/15, 09:20 by Stéphane Gentile 

CUSTOMER: Undisclosed 

 
 

SYNOPTIC SITUATION AND EVOLUTION: 
Frontal passage on Friday morning and a rather tight pressure gradient from low pressure S of Iceland. Cold front 

sitting just across the NE’ern tip on Saturday afternoon but a pressure gradient less tight than Friday from low 

pressure SW of Iceland. On Sunday, low pressure over the country with associated quasi stationary frontal zone across 

the W and down central England associated with a rather tight pressure gradient in the N. 

 

FRIDAY PM: Dry but breezy 
 

Bright or sunny spells. Mainly dry but light showers possible from mid-afternoon. 
Fresh S’ly breeze touching near gale force (20 mph gusting 35 mph). 
Maximum temperatures: 16 to 18 degrees, feeling mild when sheltered. 
 

 

SATURDAY AM: Dry with lighter winds 
 

Bright spells or sunny intervals and dry. 
Gentle to moderate S’ly breeze (10 to 15 mph), occasionally fresh (gusts up to 20 mph). 
Maximum temperatures: 15 to 17 degrees, feeling mild. 
 

 

SUNDAY PM: Mainly dry but breezy again 
 

Early rain clearing to bright or sunny spells, mainly dry. 

Breeze becoming fresh (gusts up to 20 mph ) from the SE, occasionally touching near gale force (20 mph gusting 35 

mph). 
Maximum temperatures: 16 to 18 degrees, feeling mild when sheltered and warm in any sunshine. 
 

 

ANALYSIS & CONFIDENCE: 
 

Medium confidence (50 %) for a dry Friday afternoon, showers always a risk. High confidence (>80%) for a dry 

Saturday morning. Medium confidence (50 %) for a dry Sunday afternoon. There is agreement from most models but 

low clouds and drizzle always a risk on a SE’ly flow, though less likely in such a strong flow. It will likely be wet from 

rain earlier in the morning. 
 


